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Abstract - One of the foremost vital problems in communication customary is that the secure transport protocols. This paper can offer a doable
resolution for Rijindael’s encryption and decoding algorithmic program using NIOS II processor, provided by ALTERA to be enforced in
FPGA. We are going to see the performance of Rijindael’s AES using NIOS II/e (economic), NIOS II/s (standard) and NIOS II/f (fast). The
FPGA has the potential of data processing and hardware modification. The NIOS II is a versatile embedded processor family that represents high
performance, lower overall cost, power consumption, complexity combining several functions into one chip. The look of the Rijindael
algorithmic program supported “NIOS II + FPGA” are able to do a better processing speed whereas it occupies comparatively low resources.
The AES algorithmic program is written in VHDL and is interfaced with the system using general purpose input and output (GPIO) and also the
management part is enforced in software in NIOS II integrated development environment (IDE). The implementation is completed on Cyclone II
FPGA kit.
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I.

INT RODUCTION

The successor of CPLD (Co mplex Programmable
Logic Dev ice), the FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) is
a digital hard ware p rogrammable element used for dig ital
signal processing and growing into the power electronics area.
FPGA offers one or additional silicon ch ip imp lementations
just like the NIOS II processor created by ALTERA just for
FPGA. NIOS II is a 32 b it fixed point high performance
processor and has separate buses to informat ion and program
memo ry that is usually referred to as Harvard design,
additionally has Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)
design. It has thirty-two general purpose registers, and 6
control registers used to manage the processor status. For an
extended time, the data encryption standard (DES) was
thought-about as a standard for the symmetric key encoding.
DES includes a key length of 56 bits. Ho wever, this key length
is currently thought of little and may simp ly be broken. For
this reason, the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) opened a p roper necess itate algorith ms in Sep 1997. A
group of fifteen A ES candidate algorithms were declared in
August 1998. In August 2000, NIST designated 5 algorith ms:
Mars, RC6, Rijndael, Serpent and Twofish as the final
competitors. These algorithms were subject to additional
analysis before the choice of the simp lest algorithm for the
AES. Finally, on October 2, 2000, office proclaimed that th e
Rijndael algorith mic rule was the winner. The Rijindael
algorith mic rule is that the new Advance Encryption Standard
(AES) suggested by the US Nat ional Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) [1]. Rijindael’s algorith mic ru le is chosen

as AES as a result of factors like efficiency, security,
performance and adaptability each in hard ware and software
system platforms and additionally includes a ease of writ ing
the code for algorith mic ru le in nu merous programming
languages. Additional significantly it needs less memory and
therefore best fitted to restricted s pace environments. It's a
block cipher algorith mic ru le that encrypts blocks of 128, 192
or 256 bits. Therefore, the matter of breaking the key beco mes
harder.
The Advanced encryption standard (AES) specifies
cryptographical rule which will be used to defend electronic
data. With the speedy development and wide application of
computer and co mmunication networks, the informat ion
security has aroused high attention. info security is applied to
the political, military, dip lo matic fields and common fields of
people’s day to day life. The presently known attacks can be
avoided by AES.
II.

AES ENCRYPTION

The AES algorith m is a symmetric b lock cipher that can
encrypt and decrypt the information. Encryption converts data
to an unreadable form which is called as cipher-text.
Decryption of the cipher-text converts the data back into its
original form, which is called as the plain-text [2].
.
A variable block length of 128,192 and 256 bits is suppo rted
by Rijandael’s AES. The following are four d ifferent round
transformations: ByteSub, ShiftRo w, M ixCo lu mn and
AddRoundkey. The first and last rounds differ fro m other
rounds as there is an additional AddRoundKey transformat ion
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at the beginning of the first round and no Mix Coulmns
transformation is present in the last round.

Figure 2. Sub bytes transformation process

A. SUB BYTES TRANSFORMATION:
The Sub Bytes transformat ion is a non-linear byte
substitution method and operates on each of the state bytes
independently. The Sub Bytes transformation is done using a
pre calculated substitution table called as S-bo x. That S-bo x
table is having 256 nu mbers (fro m 0 to 255) and their
corresponding resulting values. In this design, we are using a
look-up table as shown in Table I. Using S- bo x, each byte xy
(in hexadecimal) in the mat rix is substituted with another byte
by looking for the entry in the x-ro w and the y-column of the
table. This is a more efficient method than directly implements
the multip licative inverse operation follo wed by affine
transformation of the polynomial. This approach is used to
avoid complexity of hardware imp lementation. This process
has the advantage of performing the S-bo x co mputation in a
single clock cycle and thus latency is reduced.

B.

SHIFTROWS TRANSFORMATION :

In Sh ift Ro ws transformat ion method, the rows of the state
matrix are cyclically left shifted over d ifferent offsets. Row 0
is not shifted by any value; row 1 is shifted by one byte to the
left; row 2 is shifted by t wo bytes to the left and row 3 is
shifted by three bytes to the left as shown in following figure.

Figure 3. Shift ro w transformation process
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C. MIXCOLUMNS TRANSFORMATION :

C. INV MIXCOLUMN TRANSFORMATION :

In MixCo lu mns transformat ion process, the columns of the
state are considered as polynomials over GF (28) and
mu ltip lied by modu lo x4 + 1 with a fixed polynomial g iven by
c(x),
c(x) ={03}x3 + {01}x2 + {01}x + {02}.

In Inv MixColu mn transformation process, the columns of the
state are considered as polynomials over GF (28) and
mu ltip lied by modu lo x4 + 1 with a fixed polynomial g iven by
c(x)-1 ,
c(x)-1 ={0b}x3 + {0d}x2 + {09}x + {0e }.
D. INV SHIFT ROWS TRANSFORMATION :
Inv Shift Ro ws exact ly operates as Shift Rows, only in the
opposite direction. The first row is not shifted by any value,
while the second, third and fourth rows are shifted right by
one, two and three bytes respectively.
E. INV SUB BYTES TRANSFORMATION:
The Inv Sub Bytes transformat ion is done using a oncepre calcu lated substitution table called as Inv S-bo x able. Inv
S-bo x table is having 256 nu mbers (fro m 0 to 255) and their
corresponding values. Inv S-box is presented in following
Table II.

Figure 4. Mix colu mns transformation
D. ADDROUND KEY OPERATION :
The XOR operation is performed between the state and the
round key that it is generated from the main key by the Key
Generation method. The matrix of keys is represented by w
columns. Add Round Key is used both in the encryption and
decryption algorithms. The XOR operation is conducted on
byte basis, where the new output byte S'x,y is given by Sx,y
Kx,y.

Figure 5.Add round key transformation process
III.

IV.

FPGA AND DEVELOPM ENT TOOLS

AES DECRYPTION

A. Decryption method is a reverse of encryption method that
is inverse round transformations for determining the initial
plaintext of an encrypted cipher-text in reverse order. The
round transformation of decryption uses the subsequent
four transformat ions:
Add round Key, Inv mix Colu mns, Inv Sh ift Rows, and Inv
Sub Bytes.
B. ADD ROUN D KEY OPERATION:
Add Round Key is its own inverse function as the XOR
function is having its own inverse value. The round keys are
selected in reverse order [5]. The description of the other
transformations is given below.

In this project the FPGA kit A LTERA DE2 are going to be
used. This board has an EP2C35F672C6 FPGA, fro m Cyclone
II family. It presents several peripherals , like memo ries,
growth pins, CODEC (Encoder/Decoder) and oscillators. The
most project package used is that the ALTERA Quartus II web
Ed ition. At this program, all the hardware is represented
victimisation block diagrams and hardware description
languages (HDL), like VHDL and Verilog. To style systems
that have several blocks interconnected by a bus, Quartus II
has as complement a package known as SOPC Builder. Th is
package features a lib rary of parameterized elements, as
external memory controllers, timers, parallel ports et al., which
may be enclosed in a system interconnected by an Avalon Bus,
an intelligent bus generated at the system compilation in
SOPC Bu ilder. Additionally, SOPC Builder has in its library
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the NIOS II Processor, a 32-b it processor to be enclosed
within the style. Once the system is already completed, SOPC
Builder generates the optimized bus, and exports the complete
system to the Quartus II. Once the hardware pro ject is
complete, the program co mpiles all diagrams and outlines
archives and interprets into connections within the FPGA , then
the user will simulate the pract icality of h is /her project by
using an input vector and analysing the output results [3].
The AES, written in hardware is interfaced with the NIOS II
processor system through ‘GPIOs’. The inputs and control of
an AES is written in ‘C-language,’ in eclipse IDE. The results
are analy zed on the personnel co mputer (PC) in IDE console
window. The performance of the proposed system design is
compared with hardware and software implementation of the
same applicat ion [4].
V.

CHA RACTERISTICS OF THE NIOS II PROCESSOR

Most of the systems built using SOPC Builder have a
processor. The NIOS II Processor is a 32-bit fixed point highperformance processor created to be used only in FPGA. Th is
processor has separated buses to data and program memo ries,
which is often called Harvard architecture, and also has
Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) arch itecture.
To increase the performance, we use NIOSII/f (fast), which
results in a larger processor that uses more logic elements, but
is faster and has more features, such as mult iplication and
others; the NIOSII/s (standard), wh ich creates a processor with
balanced relationship between speed and area, and some
special features; the NIOSII/e (econo mic), which generates a
very economic processor in terms of area, but very simp le in
terms of data processing capability.
VI.

DESIGN OF SYSTEM USING NIOS II PROCESSOR

NIOS II is a soft-core processor which is reconfigurable unlike
microcontroller. Soft core means the processor core is not
fixed in silicon and can be targeted to any ALTERA FPGA
family. Reconfigurab le means that one can add or remove
features to meet performance or price goals. The system
design consists of a NIOS II processor core, a set of on chip
peripherals like JTA G UA RT to co mmun icate with host PC
through the USB cable, SRAM that is used by the CPU as a
working memory, PIO parallel input output ports, LED and
SWITCHES as one of the input output checking device [4] [8].

VII.

CONCLUSION:

Thus with the help of NIOS II and FPGA Rijindael’s
encryption and decryption algorith m will be implemented. The
performance of the system will be calcu lated by using
performance counter for the NIOS II/e, NIOS II/s and NIOS
II/f. We can also increase the performance of the system by
introducing the custom hardware. The co mbined design using
hardware and software is known as Co-design.
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